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ABSTRACT
Recent years have seen tremendous increase in the generation, transmission, and storage of
color images. A new lossless image compression method for progressive-resolution
transmission of color images is carried out in this paper based on spatial and spectral
transforms. Reversible wavelet transforms are performed across red, green, and blue color sub
bands first. Then adaptive spectral transforms like inter band prediction method is applied on
associated color sub bands for image compression. The combination of inverse spectral
transform (ST-1) and inverse reversible wavelet transforms (RWT-1) finally reconstructs the
original RGB color channels exactly. Simulation of the implemented method is carried out using
MATLAB 6.5.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With increase in high data transfer across the network over the past decades, the demand for
digital information has increased dramatically. This enormous demand poses difficulties for the
current technology to handle storage and transmission resources. The purpose of the image
compression is to represent images with less data in order to save storage costs or transmission
time and costs. However, the most effective compression is achieved by approximating the
original image (rather than reducing it exactly), which is implemented in this paper.
Compression can be achieved in two ways, Predictive coding and Transform coding. In predictive
coding the present sample is predicted from previous samples. Delta modulation and Differential
pulse code modulation are different techniques in predictive coding. Techniques in Transform
coding are Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Wavelet
Transform.
The DCT-based image compression standard is a lossy coding method that will result in some
loss of details and unrecoverable distortion. Fourier transform and wavelet transform are some of
the common techniques used in compressing an image. Fourier transforms provides only
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frequency information and the temporal information is lost in transformation process, where as
wavelets preserves both frequency and temporal information. The wavelet transform is often
compared with the Fourier transform, in which signals are represented as a sum of sinusoids.
The main difference is that wavelets are localized in both time and frequency whereas the
standard Fourier transform is only localized in frequency. Wavelets often give a better signal
representation using Multiresolution analysis, with balanced resolution at any time and frequency.
The use of interband prediction is to improve compression by predicting color channels within an
image. Interband prediction is performed instead of an RGB to YUV color space transform as is
done in JPEG and JPEG 2000.Interband prediction aids compression when used with wavelet
transforms producing gains in PSNR of several dB.
Lossy compression techniques such as JPEG and JPEG 2000 provide the ability to achieve
relatively high compression rates at the expense of image quality. These schemes allow the loss to
be adjusted so as to trade image quality for bit rate. Both JPEG and JPEG 2000 apply a spectral
transform to color images as an initial step before applying a spatial transform. The spectral
transform acts to reduce the statistical dependency between different spectral channels. This
discussion gives an alternate approach that exploits the statistical dependency to implement
interband prediction of the spectral channels.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives an overview of the image compression
techniques used in the industry, comparison between Fourier transform and Wavelet transforms,
explaining the advantages of using reversible wavelet transform techniques. Section 2 explains
problem formulation of the reversible wavelet transform technique. Step by Step procedure is also
explained with required equations. Section 3 deals with compressing a standard color image using
MATLAB code explaining salient points. Two standard color images Lenna (512 X 512) and
Gold hill (720 X 576) are used to validate this code whose results are documented in this section.
Section 4 explains conclusions and future scope pertaining to this paper.

2. PROCESS FORMULATION FOR LOSSLESS COMPRESSION OF COLOR
IMAGE
This section explains the process followed in compressing color images using spatial and spectral
decorrelation procedures. Steps involved in this process are explained in the following flow chart
shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Input
Two experimental test images of different sizes are considered as input images to carry out this
process. The color images Lenna of size 512 X 512 and Gold hill of size 720 X 576 are taken.

2.2 Spatial Decorrelation of Color Bands
Traditional color image compression methods typically apply a spectral Decorrelation across the
color components first. Then spatial transforms are employed to decorrelate individual spectral
bands further. If spectral and spatial transforms are carried out independently, their order is
insignificant and can be reversed. This offers the opportunity to apply different spectral
transforms to associated color subbands sharing the same scale and orientation. The result is an
effective lossless image compression algorithm.
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For lossless (or reversible) image compression, it is important to represent transform coefficients
with integer numbers. As a result, for progressive-resolution transmission applications, reversible
wavelet transforms (RWTs), such as the S-transform or the SP-transform, are often used.
The one-dimensional S-transform reduces the necessary word length by making intelligent use of
rounding operations. It successively decimates some input sequence sk[n] at resolution r = 2-k into
truncated average or coarse versions sk+1[n] and associated difference or detail signals dk+1[n] at
resolution r = 2-k-1. Applying the S-transform to an input signal s[n] = so[n] at resolution r = 1, we
obtain resolutions that are negative powers of two only, i.e.,r = 2- k, k> 0.

Figure 1. Flow chart for process formulation

Wavelet transform can also be viewed as a pyramid decomposition scheme. A powerful, but
conceptually simple structure for representing images at more than one resolution is the image
pyramid. An image pyramid is a collection of decreasing resolution images arranged in the shape
of a pyramid. The base of the pyramid shows the high resolution representation of the image
being processed; the apex contains the low resolution approximation. As we move up the pyramid
both the resolution and size decreases.
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The detail signals (wavelet coefficients), which are composed of positive and negative integers,
on the other hand, require a signed representation. Their number precision, thus, exceeds the
original storage format. The significantly lower entropies of difference signals, however,
compensate for their longer internal word lengths, since they facilitate the use of efficient coding
methods.
A two-dimensional S-transform can be obtained by applying the 1-D S-transform sequentially to
the rows and columns of a color image. In this case (truncated) average (or LL) bands at
successively lower resolutions are recursively computed by

Where the (integer) averages along row

along row r and incolor channel l are computed

via
)
Wavelet coefficients follow as associated directional differences. In Eq. (2), the sample Sk[m,n,l]
describes a color pixel at row m, column n, and spectral band l ,observed at resolution r = 2-k.The
red, green and blue color bands are specified by indices l {1, 2, 3},respectively. For brevity, the
matrix of all pixels in the lth color band at resolution 2-k, 0 ≤ k ≤ K, is denoted as

The parameters M and N are image height and width, respectively. For simplicity, it is assumed
that M =N = 2K. This facilitates a K-level wavelet transform.
The rounding operations introduce nonlinearity into the S-transform which produces a noteworthy
side-effect. Since both row and column averages are truncated, fractional parts are always
discarded. As a result, the transform becomes biased, i.e., integer scaling coefficients at
progressively lower resolutions get increasingly smaller than the true local averages. Although
this is a minor side-effect of the S-transform, the balanced rounding or BR-transform offers a
simple yet effective solution to this problem. It compensates for the round off error by rounding
up along image rows while truncating along image columns.

2.3 Spectral Decorrelation of Subband Channels
A reversible wavelet transform is first applied to each color band sk[l] at resolution 2-k. These
yields three transform matrices
(4)
Where l {1,2,3}. Applying a reversible spectral transform (ST) to Sk+l[l],
associated prediction errors denoted as

0 ≤ l ≤ 3, we obtain
(5)
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The combination of inverse spectral transform (ST-l) and inverse reversible wavelet transforms
(RWT-I) finally reconstructs the original RGB color channels exactly as explained in Figure 2.
For a particular color l, the transform matrix Sk+l[l] can either be considered as an ensemble of
transform coefficients or be viewed as a collection of four oriented sub bands. Adopting the
second point of view, we describe a color sub band with orientation η at resolution 2-k-1, as
(6)
for 1 ≤ l ≤ 3 and η

{LL, LH, HL, HH}.

The letters stand for low (L) and high (H) bands corresponding to the separable application of low
pass of high pass filters along the rows and columns, respectively. Consequently, the LL-band of
S k+1[l] is called
, the LH-band is represented by
, the HL-band referred to as
and the HH-band finally denoted

Figure 2.Proposed color decorrelation method

Decomposing of original image into approx. (average) and wavelet (detail) coefficients are shown
below for 3 levels RWT.
Performing a K-level wavelet transform on so[l], the red band of the input color image with size
2K x 2K, we obtain a total of 3K + 1 oriented red sub bands. They comprise 3K channels with
wavelet coefficients and one low pass coefficient representing the mean of the red spectral band.
Applying the same RWT to the remaining green and blue color bands, we finally get sets of
associated red, green, and blue sub bands which can be effectively spectrally decorrelated. Since
there are potentially as many different spectral transforms for a K-level wavelet transform of
color images as there are different subbands, it is normally no longer possible to switch the order
of the spatial and spectral transforms. Instead, we gain the opportunity to apply an adaptive
spectral decorrelation method. It is based on Interband prediction.
2.3.1 Interband Prediction Procedure
The standard JPEG and JPEG 2000 compression schemes convert the image to YUV color space
to reduce the statistical dependency between channels. Rather than trying to reduce this
correlation between channels by transforming the color space, the proposed scheme tries to utilize
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this redundancy by working with the R, G and B components of the image.Figure 3.depicts the
overall view of Interband Predictor.

Figure 3. Overall View of Interband Predictor

The steps in in Interband prediction procedure are as follows:
1)Each color channel is independently transformed using a wavelet transform (S) or DCT.
2) Prediction is then performed across the color channels:
(a) Choose an “anchor” color channel A which will not be predicted. This channel will allow the
data to be recovered during decompression by serving as the basis for predicting the second
channel.
(b) A second color channel B is then predicted from A using a linear predictor. =αA(7)
(c) The third color channel is then predicted from A and B using a linear
predictor.
(8)
Note that the channels A, B and C are chosen so as to minimize the entropy of the residuals after
prediction.
3) The prediction errors are given by following formulae.
e1=A

(9)
(10)
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(11)
2.3.2 Interband Prediction Coefficients
For three color bands, at most a two band predictor is needed to predict the third subband from
the remaining two. After Interband prediction, each color subband coefficient in the lth band is
replaced by its difference with respect to the linear combination of the remaining spectral
neighbors. The two band prediction Sk+1(η) for the lth color subband at resolution 2-k-1 and
orientation η can be compactly expressed as
(12)
With i ≠ j ≠ l and i, j, l Є {1,2,3}
and

are the neighboring color subbands, while

refers to the mean of the lth

color subbands. This third order prediction model gives rise to the following procedure for integer
subband residuals.
(13)
At spectral location l:
1) Compute prediction
(
14)
Where

=E (

[.]). For high frequency subbands (wavelet coefficients), we have
(15)

integer values are enforced by using the rounding operator [.]R
2) Compute prediction error.
(16)
The error subband

comprises differences between actual and predicted color subband

coefficients at the spatial locations
3) Encode prediction error and include all necessary side information such as prediction
coefficients. Then store or transmit it.
The prediction coefficients α1 and α2 are obtained by straight forward application of least square
regression formulas[3].
2.3.4 Interband Prediction Order
Reversible linear prediction must be implemented such that it can be resolved based on the
information already received. Since loss less prediction involves nonlinear rounding operations,
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color subband Decorrelation must be carried out sequentially. To this end, an anchor band has to
be specified first. Its serves as a reference for predicting the second color subband. Finally the
first two subbands provide the basis from which to predict the remaining third. A prediction order
must be found such that the overall entropy after color subband prediction is minimized. If we
restrict ourselves to single subband prediction, then this problem can be modeled into a graph
theoretic problem. While such an approach wholes some promise for multispectral images with
hundreds of different bands, better color compression results are obtained when two band
predictions is also considered.
Then a scheme for color subband Decorrelation leads to 3! =6 different scenarios. For example,
the green subband component can be used as an anchor to predict the red, then red and green can
be employed to predict the blue subband coefficients. It determines the prediction order such that
approximated sum of subband entropies after prediction is smallest.
It can be shown that an approximation of the first order entropy of a color subband is given by

Above equation provides an entropy estimate for color subbands based on their shape factor,
and their variance

.

Two obtain error variances; we select the anchor subband first. Let it be denoted as Sk+1(η).
Subtracting the associated rounded mean
R, we get the first error subband ek+1(η)[i].
Next, the anchor band is used to predict the second color subband Sk+1(η)[j].The resulting
prediction error is called ek+1(η)[j]). Third, Sk+1(η)[i] and Sk+1(η) [j] are combined to
estimateSk+1(η) [l]. This two-step prediction yields the difference band ek+1(η)[l]. Finally the
variances of the error subbands are computed. They are:

Note that var{ek+1(η)[i]} is associated with a zero mean color subband, while var{ek+1(η)[j]}, and
var{ek+1(η)[l]} result from prediction residuals.
Once the variances have been computed, entropies of their associated subbands are estimated.
The sum of entropies of all three transform subbands at resolution 2-k-1 and orientation n is
called Hk+1(η). According to equation (5) it can be approximated by
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The shape factors γi, γj, γl are associated with pdf’s of
Each prediction yields a different value for

and
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respectively.

. The best ordering is found by selecting the

prediction sequence resulting in a smallest value for

for simplicity, we assume that the

product of shape factors remains constant regardless of the prediction sequence chosen. The
underlying assumption is that the overall statistical character of the prediction errors remains the
same regardless of the prediction order. Since the logarithm is monotonically increasing, we only
need to compare products of error variances.

2.4 Calculations of Performance Metrics
2.4.1 Entropy
In information theory, entropy is a measure of the uncertainty associated with a random variable.
In this context, the term usually refers to the Shannon entropy, which quantifies the expected
value of the information contained in a message, usually in units such as bits. Entropy is a
measure of disorder, or more precisely unpredictability. For example, a series of coin tosses with
a fair coin has maximum entropy, since there is no way to predict what will come next. A string
of coin tosses with a two-headed coin has zero entropy, since the coin will always come up heads.
If a compression scheme is lossless, that is, we can always recover the entire original message by
uncompressing, then a compressed message has the same total entropy as the original, but in
fewer bits. That is, it has more entropy per bit. This means a compressed message is more
unpredictable, which is why messages are often compressed before being encrypted. Entropy
effectively bounds the performance of the strongest lossless (or nearly lossless) compression
possible.
It is defined as average information per source output denoted asH(z).This is also known as
uncertainty.

provides an entropy estimate for color subbands based on their shape factor, γx, and their
variance σx2.
2.4.2 PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio)
The PSNR is most commonly used as a measure of quality of reconstruction of image
compression. The signal in this case is the original data, and the noise is the error introduced by
compression.

Where,Err signal=input image -- output image
2.4.3 Average Bit Rate Per Pixel (bpp)
It is based on compressed file size and takes all the side information necessary to losslessly
reconstruct the original image. The lesser the value of bpp the better the compression.
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Average bit rate per pixel (bpp) R = (total file length (in bits)) / no. pixels.
2.4.4 Compression Ratio (CR)
The compression ratio is equal to the size of the compressed image to the size of the original
image. This ratio gives an indication of how much compression is achieved for a particular image.
Most algorithms have a typical range of compression ratios that they can achieve over a variety of
images. Because of this, it is usually more useful to look at an average compression ratio for a
particular method.

3. RESULTS
Two standard color images Lenna (512 X 512) and Gold hill (720 X 576) are used to validate this
code whose results are discussedhere.
Table1: Results summary of Lenna and Goldhill images using RWT
Images
No. of rows (M):
No. of columns (N):
No. of color bands (L)
No. of compression levels
(K):
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR):
Total number of bits in i/p
image:
Total number of bits in
compressed image:
Percentage of compression:
average bit rate per
pixel(bpp):

Lenna
512
512
3

Goldhill
576
720
3

4

4

36.88

35.66

6291456

9953280

1141500
81.86%

1786100
82.06%

4.35

4.31

Table1 gives an insight to salient results like PSNR, CR and bpp. Results indicate higher
compression ratios and lower bpp. The higher the PSNR indicate good quality of reconstruction
of an image.
Table 2: bpp comparison chart
Images
Lenna

4.35

11.115

11.113

Gold hill

4.31

12.540

12.554
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Table 2 gives the comparison based on the average bit rate per pixel (bpp) simply denoted by R.
The bit rates obtained with S transforms followed by spectral decorrelation is indicated
. The
outcomes associated with TT filter band are labeled
embedded wavelet is labeled with

and compression with reversible

. The results of last two columns referred in table 2 are

taken from [1]. One can observe the lowest bit rates with the implemented method.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper we have demonstrated that interband prediction between RGB color channels can be
used to improve compression when used with wavelet transforms. The results of testing revealed
improved gains of several Db. Faster and exact reconstruction of image with minimum entropy
and variance is observed. This technique optimizes progressive image transmission with better
compression ratios and high PSNR values. S-Transform with predictor completely eliminates the
contouring artifacts usually present in bit plane coded images. The implemented algorithm can
achieve bit rates that are 20% less than results obtained with comparable lossless image
compression techniques supporting progressive resolution transmission of color images.
Interband prediction does not perform well if the image contains relatively low correlation
between the color channels. In this case the predictor is unable to accurately predict the color
channels and thus the error signals have a high variance, resulting in large entropy. A little
improvement beyond spatial decorrelation should be expected. A good reversible sub band
transforms are essential in this case. They are normally well designed filter banks characterized
by longer analysis high pass filters with higher stop band attenuation.
Fortunately, in many cases color bands are strongly correlated. Then a lossless image
compression for progressive resolution transmission requires a simple S-transform followed by
adaptive spectral prediction.
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